ProDiscover® Incident Response Version 9

Connect Collect Protect ® The Next Generation Incident Response Tool
Developed by the founder of The ARC Group of New York, Connect Collect Protect® is a new computer incident response
hybrid methodology. This methodology is based on years of actual incident response work and techniques used in the field to
handle some of the world’s biggest and most complex cyber incidents. This patent-pending technology is designed to
consolidate tools and reduce workforce while preserving data integrity. In order to bring this revolutionary technology to
market, the ARC Group has chosen ProDiscover®, a powerful forensics tool in its own right, as the vehicle for delivery to
incident response practitioners.
From initiation to remediation, each step of the operation is recorded in a manner that acts as a legal system-of-record while
evidence is collected using industry-best practices, and less destructive methods. Organizations will now possess the ability to
respond to a breach or any other systems issues in the same manner that specialized incident handlers respond. This allows an
organization to reduce upfront costs while still preserving the data in a manner acceptable to the courts. Moreover, should
there be a need for a specialized investigator, the organization can be confident that the data collected was done so in a
manner that will hold up in any proceeding. The method is simple:
Connect to the System

Collect the Data

Protect The System

The ARC Group, sole source and worldwide distributor of ProDiscover® expects to release the Version 9 in June 2014.
Contact us for a demonstration of these new features at ProDiscover@arcgroupny.com
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